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1. 1NmoDucT10~ 
Let E be a countable field. Then B(E),, the p-primary component of the 
Brauer group of E, if a countable abelian torsion group. As such, the Ulm 
invariants of B(E), classify that group modulo its maximal divisible sub- 
group. For an exposition of the Ulm theory, see [I 11. In [9] (see also 
[7]) the authors and Jack Sonn determine the Ulm invariants of B(E), 
when E is a rational function field over a global field. The present paper is 
motivated by this result, and is concerned with two further lines of 
investigation suggested by this work. 
In Section 2 we attempt to extend the results of [9] to the case when E 
is an algebraic function field over a global field. This case seems con- 
siderably more difficult than the rational function field case. If E is a 
rational function field, B(E), is determined by means of the Auslander- 
Brumer-Faddeev Theorem [ 7, p. 5 1 ] in terms of Brauer groups and charac- 
ter groups of fields of lower transcendence degree. No such result is 
available in the algebraic function field case. Nevertheless, we are able to 
completely determine the Ulm invariants of B(E), at finite ordinals when E 
is an algebraic function field over a global field; this result is obtained using 
the Merkurjev-Suslin Theorem [14], Saltman’s theory of generic Galois 
extensions [ 161, and the results of [8]. For E as above we have very little 
information about the Ulm invariants at infinite ordinals. We do, however, 
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conjecture that these invariants are all w for ordinals I with o < A < ~2, 
and we also show that this is true for all but finitely manyp. We have no 
idea whether B(E), can have nonzero Ulm invariants at ordinals A 2 02. 
The last remark above suggests the question that we investigate in Sec- 
tion 3: does there exist a field E such that B(E), has a nonzero Ulm 
invariant at some ordinal 13 02? No such example has previously 
appeared in the literature; we refer the reader to [6] for a survey of most 
of the known examples. In Section 3 we study cyclic extensions of an 
infinite algebraic extension K of Q. By choosing K suitably we are able to 
produce, for each p and n, a rational function field E over K such that 
B(E), has nonzero Ulm invariant at (02) + n. 
In the remainder of this section we will fix the notation and terminology 
that we will use throughout this paper. Since the results of Section 2 
depend on the methods of [S], we shall also review this material. We also 
take the opportunity to correct some errors and omissions that we missed 
when writing [S]. 
We will employ the notation of [8]; for the convenience of the reader we 
briefly recall the conventions used there. Suppose G, is the p-primary com- 
ponent of an abelian torsion group G. The Ulm subgroups of G, are 
defined inductively, for any ordinal A, by G,(O) = G,, G,(A + 1) =pG,(1), 
and for 1 a limit ordinal, G,(I) = n B<i G,(b). The intersection of all G,(I) 
is the maximal divisible subgroup DG, of G,; DG, is a direct summand of 
G,, and is a sum of copies of Z(p”). The least ordinal 3, with G,(1) = 
G,(1+ 1) is called the Ulm length of G, and denoted I,,(G). If B E G,, 
COG,, we define the height ht(a) to be that A with o~G,(1), 
CJ $ G,(A. + 1); if c E DG, we define ht(a) = co. If ht(o) > w, the first infinite 
ordinal, we say that CT has infinite height. Let PA( GP) = { g E G, 1 pg = 0 and 
gE G,(A)}. The Ath Ulm invariant U,(A, G) of G, is defined to be [Pi(G,)/ 
PA+ I@,): Z/PZI. 
Let E,, denote the maximal abelian extension of a field E. The Pontri- 
jagin dual of Gal(E,,/E) is denoted X(E) and referred to as the character 
group of E. By duality the elements of order p” of X(E) correspond to 
cyclic extensions of E by degreep”; this correspondence associates the 
cyclic extension L/E with the finitely many characters r such that L is the 
fixed field of the kernel of z. We define ht(L/E) to be ht(r) for any r E X(E), 
corresponding to L/E. A sequence of fields L c L, c L, c . . . c L, c . . . , 
where L, fL is cyclic of dimension p” is called a r-extension; we would then 
say ht(L,/L) = cc. 
By a global field we mean either an algebraic number field or an 
algebraic function field in one variable over a finite constant field. We 
denote the completion of E at a valuation 7c by E,; if rr is non-Archimedean 
we let E, denote the residue class field. We denote the characteristic of E 
by char E. For p #char E, we let p(p”) denote the group of p”th roots of 
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unity in an algebraic closure E’ of E; we let p(pco) denote the group of all 
p-power roots of unity in E’. Suppose (0 = p(p”) c E and a, b E E*. We 
let [a, b; p”, E, [] denote the class in B(E) containing the power norm 
residue algebra (a, b;p”, E, [) [4, p. 781; (a, b;p”, E, [) is the E-algebra 
generated by a and /I subject to up” = a, /3@’ =b and a/? = @a. If L is a finite 
extension of K we let Res,,, (resp. Cor,, ) denote the restriction (resp. 
corestriction) map from B(K) to B(L) (resp. B(L) to B(K)). The transcen- 
dence degree of a field L over a field E is denoted by t.d. L/E. 
Let E be a finitely generated extension of a global field, let p #char E, 
and let I < w. By [ 10, p. 1663 there is a global subfield F of E such that E 
is a finite separable xtension of K(t) where K is purely transcendental over 
F with t.d. K/F= t.d. E/F- 1, and where F is algebraically closed in E. The 
key result from [IS] that we shall require in Section 2 is that IJ,(n, X(E)) = 
u,(n, X(F)). Although this result is correct, there are some omissions in the 
treatment given in [S] that we wish to discuss at this point. 
The proof that u,(n, X(E)) = u,(n, X(F)) proceeds by induction on 
t.d. E/F. An evaluation of IY,(& X(F)) when F is a number field is treated in 
Lemmas 69 of [8]. 
The inductive procedure used in [S] to prove that U,(n, X(E)) = 
U,(& X(F)) relies on Lemma 2 of that paper. Unfortunately, the proof of 
Lemma 2 has a gap if p = 2, m, = E,@(4)), and E&(2’))/& is noncyclic 
for some r. Since we are unaware whether the lemma remains true in this 
awkward case, we briefly indicate one method of repairing the damage. 
Lemma 2 is only used to prove that u,(n, X(E)) = w if U,(J, X(F)) = o. In 
this case, when we apply any of Theorems 3, 5, 10, or 11, we always have 
the additional property that IJ,(J, X(E,)) = o. It is straightforward to 
verify, however, that Theorems 3, 5, 10, and 11 are valid if the hypothesis 
U,(,J, X(E,)) = o is added; the point is that this added hypothesis gives so 
many well-behaved extensions of E, to work with that we can avoid 
E&(4)), even if we are in the awkward case of Lemma 2. Thus the main 
result of [8], the computation of IJ,(J, X(E)) for 3, co, is unaffected by 
the gap in the proof of Lemma 2. Before leaving this topic we should, 
however, point out that the proof of Lemma 18 of [S] also has a gap, one 
which seems difficult to fix. Beside Lemma 18, the only other result of [8] 
affected is Theorem 19; the conclusion of that theorem should be weakened 
to read that U,(n, X(E)) = c for infinitely many finite A (presumably still for 
all I sufficiently large). 
2. ALGEBRAIC FUNCTION FIELDS OVER GLOBAL FIELDS 
Let F be a global field and let p #char F. In this section we will deter- 
mine the Ulm invariants at finite ordinals of B(E), where E is an algebraic 
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function field over F. We may clearly assume that F is algebraically closed 
in E and also, by [ 10, p. 1661, that E is a finite separable extension of 
F(t r ,..., t,) where n = t.d. E/F, the transcendence degree of E over F. The 
Ulm invariants of B(F(t ,,..., t,)), are determined in [9, Theorem, p. 7661 
(see also [7]). Since we will need to use this result, we briefly review it 
below. 
Let #(F, p) be the maximal m with p(p”) c F@(p)) for p odd and let 
q5(F, 2) be the maximal m with ~(2”‘) c F(p(4)). Then u,(n, B(F(t,,..., t,)) 
=0 if and only if one of the following holds: 
(1) 1202, 
(2) O<A<&F,p)-2 where eitherp is odd orp=2 and p(4)cF, 
(3) 1 <A<4(F,2)-2 and p(4) & F. 
In all other cases U,,(n, B(F(t, ,..., t,)) = co. 
LEMMA 1. Let F be any field and I a finite ordinal such that (2) or (3) 
above holds. Then U,(A, B(F)) = 0. 
Proof. We suppose first we are in case (2), so 0 < I < q5(F, p) - 2 where 
p is odd or p = 2 and p(4) c F. Let a E PJ B(F),). It is necessary to show 
that c1 E PA+ l(B(F),). Let L = F(p(p)). Since Cor,,,o Resy,= [L: F] is 
prime to p, it is clear that a E P, + i( B(F),) if and only if 
ResaEP ,I+ ABW,). Th us we may assume that p(p) c F if p is odd. By the 
Merkurjev-Suslin theorem [ 14, Theorem 11.51 (see also [4, Sect. 171) 
there exist {aj, bi}, i = l,..., n in F* such that a =C;=i [ai, bi;p, F, (1, 
where p(p)=(c). Since A<d(F,p)-2 and p(#(F,p))cF we have 
cr=p”+‘~;=i [ai, b,;p”+*, F,q] where p(p’+*)= (q) and q”“=[ 
[4, Lemma 6, p. 803. Thus aE P,+,(B(F),) and so u,(n, B(F))=0 in 
case (2). 
Now suppose case (3) applies, so p=2, p(4) d F, and 
1 <F< $(F, 2) - 2. Let M= F(p(4)) and let a E P,(B(F),). We must show 
that a E PA + 1(B(F)2). Since I 2 1, a = Car,,,/? where fl has order 2 
[ 14, Lemma 16.51. Using the Merkurjev-Suslin theorem exactly as above 
we have jI=p 1 + ‘6 where 6 is a sum of power norm residue symbols of the 
form [a, bj;p”+*, M, 01, (fJ)=p(pA+*)cM. Again U,(n, B(F))=O. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be afinite separable extension of F(t,, t2,..., t,) where 
F is a global field algebraically closed in E and n = t.d. E/F. Let p # char F 
and let 1 c w. Then U,(A, (B(E)) = U,(A, B(F(t, ,..., t,)). 
Proof First, we show that U,,(A, B(E))=0 if U,(A, B(F(t,, t2,..., t,)) 
= 0. We note that q5(E, p) = #(F, p) since F is algebraically closed in E. But 
&(A, B(F(t,,..., t,)) = 0 * 2) or 3) holds for F* (2) or (3) holds for 
E =- U,(A, (B(E)) = 0 by Lemma 1 applied to E. 
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Now, we must show that if CJ,(n, B(F(t,,..., t,))) = o then 
U,(& B(E))=o. Let K=F(t ,,..., I,._ i) and set t = t,. First, we show that 
there is a discrete rank one valuation K of E trivial on K such that 
4@,, P) = &r;, PI. 
Let V= E(p(p)) if p is odd and V= E(p(4)) if p=2. Let 
w= p-(p(pm’P)+ 1 )). Let W= K(t)(a) and f(t, x) be the manic irreducible 
polynomial in K(t)[x] satisfied by ~1. By the Hilbert Irreducibility Theorem 
[ 13, Theorem 2, page 1553 there exists c E K such thatf(c, x) is defined and 
irreducible in K[x]. Let rcO be the discrete rank one valuation of K(t) 
trivial on K and having t - c as uniformizing parameter. Then rrO has a uni- 
que extension rc to E; for this E we have d(E,, p) = d(E, p) = &F, p). 
By [S, Theorems 10 and 11 and Lemma 1, p. 5321 we have 
~~(1, X(E,)) = w. It follows that there exists a countable set {ri, r2,...,} of 
elements of X(E,), each of order p’+’ such that ht(p”r,)=i for all 
i = 1) 2,..., and so that (p%I,pAzz,... } is linearly independent modulo 
PA+ IVVA,. Let z E { ri , z2,... }. Let J?, be the fixed field of ker t and let 
Cr be the generator of Gal(L,/E,) determined by ~(5,) =p-(‘+‘). Let L, be 
the unramilied extension of E, with residue class field Z, and let 6, be the 
generator of Gal(L,/E,) corresponding to ~7~. By [ 18, Theorem 2, p. 1941, 
B(E,), g B(E,),@X(E,), and so X(E,), is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of (B(E,),). The image of z under this map is the class of the 
cyclic algebra (L,/E,, gr, t - c). We identify each r with its image under 
this map. 
Suppose E(~P”+‘)) is a cyclic extension of E. By [ 16, Theorem 2.11 
there exists a generic Galois extension for the cyclic group of order p”+ ’ 
over E. By [ 16, Theorem 5.81 there is a cyclic p-extension Vi/E of 
degree p’ + ’ such that x is nonsplit in Vi and (Vi), g LzL. Let pi= 
C Vi/E, g‘r,, t - c] E B( E)P and let C(~ = piBi = [ WJE, d, t - c] where Vi 2 
W, =) E, [ W;: E] =p space. The natural completion map from B(E), to 
B(E,), sends C(~ onto pi.zi and /Ii onto 7i. It follows that each cli has height 2 
and that { c1 I, a*,..., } are linearly independent modulo PA + ,(B( E),). This 
proves that U,(n, B(E)) = co. 
Finally, suppose E(p(p”+ ‘)) is not a cyclic extension of E. Then p = 2 
and char E = 0. Let M be the Galois closure of E over K(t). By a result of 
M. Artin [8, Lemma 1, p. 5321, t may be chosen so that 4(M, 2) = Q(E, 2). 
By the proof of [S, Theorem 111 the ri may be chosen so that L, = i?, Vi 
where Vi is cyclic over F of degree p”+ ‘. But now we are precisely in the 
situation of the previous case and so again we have U,(& B(E) = o. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Next, we briefly consider the Ulm invariants of B(E), for the case not 
covered by Theorem 1. Since u,(n, B(F(t,,..., t,)))=~ if na 1 and 
o < 2 < 02, it is tempting, in view of Theorem 1, to make the following 
conjecture. 
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Conjecture. Let E be a field finitely generated over a global field F with 
t.d. E/F > 1. Let p # char E and let o < I < 02. Then U,(n, B(E)) = o. 
As evidence for the validity of this conjecture we offer the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2. Let E be a finite separable extension of F( t, ,..., t,) where F 
is a global field and n = t.d. E/F > 1. Let p # char F and let o 6 3, < 012. Then 
U,,(A, B(E)) = o ifp[E: F(tlr..., t,)]. In general, l,(B(E)) > 02. 
Proof: By [9, Theorem, p. 7661, U,(n, B(F(t, ,..., t,))) = CO. Theorem 2 
now follows from [S, Theorem 31. 
Note that if U,(& (B(E)) = CO for all p and all o < A < 02, and if 
I,(B(E)) d 02, then B(E) E B(F), i.e., no new groups would arise in passing 
from pure to algebraic function fields. 
3. INFINITE ALGEBRAIC EXTENSIONS OF Q 
In this section we will construct an infinite algebraic extension K of Q 
with the property that 1,(X(K)) > 02 for some primep. This appears to be 
the first example of such a field, and leads immediately, by taking E = K(t), 
to the first example of a field E such that l,(B(E)) > 02. 
We begin our discussion by establishing some notation. Throughout this 
section K will always be an infinite algebraic extension of Q expressed as 
K=UyzoKi where Q=K,cK,cK,c +*a, is a fixed chain of subfields of 
K with each Kj a finite algebraic extension of Q. By a prime rr of K we 
mean a valuation of K; setting rc,= xIK,, we identify K with the infinite path 
(q,, rc ,, q,...). We refer to rt as finite or infinite according to whether rr is 
non-Archimedean or Archimedean. We denote the value group of xi by 
ni(Ki) and of z by X(K). Since K= UP”=0 Ki, z(K)= UzEO q(Ki). We will 
never need to complete K with respect to rr, but will work instead with 
K” = U z O ( Ki), , a subfield of K, . Now suppose that L is a cyclic extension 
of K of degree m. Then there exists a t such that L = KL, where L, is a 
cyclic extension of K, of degree m. We say that L is defined over K,. For 
such an L we fix a t and a field L, defining L over K and define Lj = Kj L, 
for all j> t. As usual, the ramification degree of a prime y of L over K is 
defined to be ly(L)/n(K)I where K = y] K; we say that n is unramified in L if 
y(L) = z(K) for all extensions y of rc to L. 
LEMMA 2. Let L be a cyclic p-extension of K and let z be a finite prime 
of K with q, #p. Then 71 is ramified in L if and only ifzj is ramified in Lj for 
all j. 
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ProoJ: Let y be an extension of rt to L. Suppose first that z,,, is 
unramified in L, for some m. Then rcj is unramified in Lj for all j 2 m and 
so y(L) = U,ym yj(Lj) = u,& rcj(Kj) = n(K). Thus if rc is ramified in L then 
rcj must be ramified in Lj for all j. Suppose conversely that nj is ramified in 
Lj for all j but rc is unramified in L. Let L =) E 2 K where [L: E] = p and let 
6 = ~1~. Since rcj is ramified in Lj for all j, it follows from Hilbert theory 
[19, Sect. 4.101 that Sj is ramified in Lj for all j so [yj(Lj): hj(Ej)] =p for 
all j. Since we have assumed rc to be unramilied in L we have y(L) = z(K). 
It follows that there are indices r < t such that p divides [6,(E,): 6,(E,)]. 
Since 7c,, #p, 6, is tamely ramified in L, and so Abhyankar’s lemma 
[3, Theorem 1 ] implies that 6, is unramilied in L,. This is a contradiction 
and so we conclude that rc is ramified in L, as was to be shown. 
As an illustration of the pathologies possible in infinite algebraic exten- 
sions of Q, it is perhaps worthwile to give an example to show that the 
hypothesis rcn, #p in the statement of Lemma 2 cannot be dropped. Take 
K, = Q(p(3)), rcn, = 3, and let rcn, be the unique prime of K, extending 3. By 
[12, Satz 10.91 there exist cyclic extensions E and F of (K,)rr, with 
[E: K,),,] = [F: (K,),,] = 3 such that the ramification degree of EF over 
K,, is 9 and with F contained in an r-extension of (K,),,. Let F2 = F and 
let F2c F3 c ..*, be a r-extension over (K,),, containing F. By repeated 
applications of the Grunwald-Wang theorem [2, Theorem 5, Chap. lo] 
one can produce a chain K0 c K, c K2 c . . . , such that xi has a unique 
extension xi+ i to Ki+ i so that (J&+ l)n,+, z Fi+ i, ia 1. Let K be the union 
of the Ki. Using the Grunwald-Wang theorem again there exists a cyclic 
extension L, of K, of degree 3 so that rci has a unique extension y1 to L, 
with (L,),, r E. Let L = KL, and let y be the unique extension of y1 to L. 
Then y(L) = n(K) = ((l/3’) 1 i = 0, 1,2,...) so 7c is unramified in L. However, 
ni is ramified in Li for all i. 
We next turn our attention to the following basic question: what are 
necessary and sufficient conditions on a cyclic p-extension L/K in order 
that L/K have infinite height? In this generality the question involves dif- 
ficult technical complications caused by the special case of the Gunwald- 
Wang theorem, and by the problems associated with wild ramification. For 
our purposes, however, the following easily applied criterion will suffice. 
THEOREM 3. Let L be a cyclic p-extension of K. Assume that p(p”) c K” 
for all primes z of K with no =p and p(4) c K ifp = 2. Then L/K has infinite 
height if and only if for all primes z of K either ,u(p” ) c K” or 71 is 
unramified in L. 
Prooj Suppose first that L/K has infinite height. Let K be a prime of K 
with p(pm ) t K” and suppose A is ramified in L. By our assumptions, 
7c0 #p, and 7~ must be non-Archimedean. By Lemma 2, nj is ramified in Lj 
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for allj. Let L 3 FD K where [L: 1;1 =p, [F: K] =p”, and let 6 extend 7c to 
F. If p(p”) & x” then p(p”+“) dr p since the case pm=4 has been 
excluded. Since L/K has infinite height there is a cyclic extension E of K, 
EI, L, with [E: F] =pm+” where m is taken such that p(p”) d x”. Since 
rcj is ramified in Lj, it follows from Hilbert theory [ 19, Sect. 3.51 that Sj is 
ramified in Lj for allj. Again using Hilbert theory we see that Sj is totally 
and tamely ramified in Ej. By [17, Lemma 11, p. 743, p(p”+“)c (Fj)4, 
contradicting ,u(p”‘“) d Fd. Thus rc must be unramified in L. 
Conversely, suppose for all primes II of K either p(pm) c K” or rr is 
unramilied in L. We have to prove that ht(L/K) > t for all t. Assume by 
way of contradiction that ht(L/K) c t for some t. Then clearly ht(Lj/Kj) < t 
for allj. We may assume that p(4) c Ki if p = 2. Fix m > 1 for which L, is 
defined. If K,,, is everywhere unramified in L, then ht(L,/K,) >w 
[2, Chap. 10, Theorem 61, contrary to assumption. Let Y = {nil 71, is a 
prime of K,, iam, and ht((Li)B,/(Kj),,)< t for some extension di of rci to 
Li}. We note that n, E Y implies that xi is ramified in Lj and that all ni E Y 
are non-Archimedean since p4 c Ki if p = 2. We view Y as a graph where 
an edge connects rri to rrj if and only if j = i + 1 and nil Q = rri. Suppose Y is 
infinite. Since only finitely many primes of K, ramify in L, and since there 
are only finitely many edges at each vertex, the KGnig infinity lemma 
implies that Y contains an infinite path. Such a path corresponds to a 
prime y of K. Then yj is ramified in Lj for all j > m so y is ramified in L by 
Lemma 2. By assumption we then have ,u(pm) c KY. Let j be sufficiently 
large so that p(p”‘) c (K,), where [L: K] =pr. Using Kummer theory one 
sees easily that ht(Lj)4/(Kj)8,) 2 t, a contradiction. Thus Y is finite. Take j 
sufficiently large so that no primes of Kj are in Y. Then for every prime rrj 
of Kj and every extension Sj of rcj to Lj we have ht(Lj)aj/(Kj),) 2 t. By 
[ 15, Satz 2.2 and Satz 4.71 ht(Lj/Kj) 2 t. Thus ht(L/K) 2 t and so L/K has 
infinite height, as was to be proved. 
We are now able to present our own example of a field K with 
l,(X(K)) > w2 for some prime p. 
THEOREM 4. Let p be a fixed prime, n a fixed natural number. Then there 
exists an infinite algebraic extension K of Q such that l,(X(K)) = (02) + n. 
Proof: Let K,= Q and let K, = Q(,u(p”)) if p”# 2, K, = Q(p(4)) if 
p” = 2. Let q be a prime splitting completely in K, and let 8 be a fixed 
prime of K, extending q. We will construct a chain of algebraic number 
fields KOCK,cK2C ..., in such a way that K = Up= ,, Ki has the property 
that l,(X(K)) = (~2) +n. The field K will be constructed so that if 7~ is a 
prime of K with rri # 0, then p(pm) cXn. In view of Theorem 3, the 
primes rc of K with rci = 0 will then play the crucial role in determining 
whether a cyclic p-extension of K has infinite height. 
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We begin our discussion by constructing a suitable extension K, of K, 
which will serve as a base field for an inductive construction of the Ki, 
i > 3. Let (K, ), (qr ) be the unramitied extension of degree p over (K, ), and 
let K,(O)(q*) be a totally ramified extension of (K,), of degreep”. Let g,(x) 
and g2(x) be, respectively, the manic irreducible polynomials in (K, ), [x] 
satisfied by qI and q2. Let f@(x) = g,(x) g,(x). Let 4 be a finite prime of K,, 
4 # 8, and let f+(x) be a manic irreducible polynomial of degree p” +p in 
( K1 )d [xl. Let f(x) be a manic polynomial of degree p” +p in K, [x] suf- 
ficiently close to f+(x) in the &topology of K, and sufficiently close to f@(x) 
in the &topology of K,. By Krasner’s lemma [ 1, p. 44461 one can choose 
f(x) sufficiently close so that if K, = K,(a) with f(a) = 0 then [K2: K,] = 
p” + p and there are exactly two primes CT* and 6, of K2 extending 0 where 
(TV is unramified over K, of degreep and 6, is totally ramified over K, of 
degree p”. 
Let {/?,, p2,...} be the set of primes of K2 excluding g2 and 6,. Using 
methods similar to those employed in constructing K, we construct an 
extension K, of K2 having the following properties: 
(1) [K,: KJ =p”+’ +p”+p, 
(2) if c1 is a prime of K3 extending /.I1 then p(p”“)c (K,),, 
(3) ~5~ splits completely in K,, and 
(4) there are exactly three primes (r3, r$l) and S$l) of K3 extending c2 
where c3 is unramified over K2 of degreep, r$‘) is totally ramified over K, 
of degree p”, and ~55’) is totally ramified over K2 of degree p” + l. 
We set 9$= {Ok, z 5’1, S$l)}. We now proceed inductively and assume that 
for i> 3, Ki has been constructed along with a distinguished set of primes 
CSi = {gi, rp), dl!j) 1 1 <j< i - 2). We construct Ki+ 1 to be an extension of Ki 
having the following properties: 
(1) [K,,,: Ki]=p”+‘-‘+p”+p, 
(2) if tl is a prime of Ki+l 
nfj+l)C(Ki+l)m, 
extending pi- r _ j where 0 <j < i - 2 then 
P(P 
(3) if CY is a prime of Ki with c1 extending 13 but a$gi then a splits 
completely in Ki+ , , 
(4) 8ji) splits completely in Ki+ 1 for 1 <j < i - 2, 
(5) there are exactly two primes 0 
is unramrfied of hfebree [i’ 
and di+ 1 of Ki+, extending ri , 
1 <jdi-2, where r$ ’ : K.] -p over K. a:: i r+l I I 
S$$ 1 is totally ramified of degreepj over Ki, and 
(6) there are exactly three primes CT~+~, ran,‘);“, Si’,i’) of Ki+, 
extending gi where bi+ 1 is unramified over Ki of degreep, ri$r) is totally 
ramified over Ki of degreep”, and 8$r11) is totally ramified over Ki of 
degreep”+‘-‘. 
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We complete the induction by defining gi+, = {oi+i, ry), 6!“1 1 <j< i- l}. 
Let K= Uz, Ki, L=K(qlIP). We will show that ht(L/K)= (o2)+n- 1. 
Let E = K(ql’““). We begin by showing that ht(E/K) >, 02. 
Suppose a is a prime of K, extending 8. If a= 6, then a is unramified over 
Q and so a is totally ramified in E, with ramification degreep”; this also 
proves that [E: K] =p”. By the construction of K, the ramification degree 
of a over K, is divisible by p” if a # ol. By Abhyankar’s lemma [3] it 
follows that a is unramilied in E, for a = nr. Now let rr be any prime of K. If 
rc does not extend 8 then p(pm)cK” because of (2) in our inductive 
definition of the Ki. If rr extends 8 but 71, #err for some t then rr is 
unramified in L. The only other possibility for n is for rr to equal the 
prime Q associated with the path (c2, (TV,... ). By (6) of our definition of the 
Ki we have p(p”) c K” for 7c = O. By Theorem 3, E/K has infinite height. 
To show that ht(E/K) 2 02 we must exhibit for each m a cyclic extension 
V’“‘of K V@‘)=JE, [V (m): E] =p”, such that ht( Vcm)/K) 2 co. Fix m. Since 
ht(E/K) iw, there is a t such that ht(E,/K,) 2 m. We may assume that I 
has been chosen larger than m + 2. We have previously noted that if a is 
any prime of K, extending 8 then either a = c, and a is totally ramified in E, 
or a # (T, and a is unramitied in E,. Since E,/K, is contained in a cyclic 
extension of K, of degree p” over E,, there exists a cyclic extension I’$“) of 
K,, I’;“) 1 E,, [ I$“‘): E,] =p”, having the property that if c1 is a prime of R 
extending 8 and o # or, then c1 is unramified in Vi”) [ 15, Corollary 6.41. 
Let I’@) = Vj”)K. To see that V(“)/K has infinite height we must show that 
for all primes rc of K either p(pao) c K” or n is unramified in I/‘“). As 
previously noted, p(p”) c K” if II does not extend fI and rr is unramified in 
I’@) by construction if n extends 8 but does not extend cr,. Suppose then 
that n extends crl. If rc = o we have p(p”) c x”. If rr extends some gij) with 
i> t then jam so pm+” divides the ramification degree of dl!j) over K,. By 
Abhyankar’s lemma, rr is unramified in V’“’ in this case. The only remain- 
ing possibility is that 71 is a path of the form ((r,, or+ 1 ,..., (T,- i, r:), r$ i ,... ). 
By (5) of our inductive definition we see that p(p”) c K” in this case also 
and so we conclude that Vtm)/K has infinite height. 
We next show that ht(L/K) < (~2) + n. For future reference we note that 
our argument will use only the fact that ct is ramified in L, for all t. Sup- 
pose ht(L/K) 2 (02) + n. Then there is a cyclic extension F of K, L c F, 
[F: L] =p”, such that ht(F/K) 2 02. Then F= KF, for some t with F, cyclic 
over K of degree pn + ‘, F, 13 L,. U, is totally ramified in F, so zi’-‘) is 
ramified in Fi for every i> t. Since ht(F/K) b 02, there exists a cyclic 
extension I@‘) of K, Wet) 1 F, [IV’(‘): F] =pf with W(“/K of infinite height. 
Choose j> t such that w”’ is defined over Kj. Since rJ’- l) is ramified in Fj, 
it follows from Hilbert theory that p’+ ’ divides the ramification degree of 
r!‘+ l) in IV/!‘). Let ‘II be any prime of K extending S,!rf’). Then n ramifies in 
r;l(‘) by properties (4) and (5) of our inductive definition of the Ki. Since 
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we also have I d x” it follows that ht( W(‘)/K) <o, a contradiction. 
This proves that ht(L/K) = (~2) + n - 1. Finally, suppose N is a cyclic 
extension of K of degreep with ht(N/K) >, (02) + n. As noted above, we 
must have 0, unramified in N, for some t. But then a is unramified in N, for 
all primes c1 of Nj extending 8. Since ht(N/K) > o we may assume that t is 
large enough so that ht(N,/K,) > 1. By [ 15, Corollary 6.41 there exists a 
cyclic extension IV!‘) of K, IV:‘) 3 N,, [IV!“. N,] = p having the property 
that all primes of K, extending 19 are unramified in IV:‘). Let w”‘= w(‘)K. 
By Theorem 3, W”)/K has infinite height. Repeating the argument &ith 
w”’ replacing N we determine a field ti2)3 IV’(‘) with f12)/K of infinite 
height. Proceeding by induction we produce a r-extension KC N c w”) c 
w’2’ c . . . over K which contains N and so ht(N/K) = co. This shows that 
1,(X(K)) = (02) + n and completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let p be a fixed prime, n a fixed natural number. Then 
there exists a field E such that U,((w,) + n, B(E)) # 0. 
Proof: Let K be as in the preceding theorem with /,(X(K)) = 
(02) + (n + 1). It is clear that U,,((o2) + n, X(K)) # 0. The corollary is now 
an immediate consequence of the Auslander-Brumer-Faddeev Theorem 
c7, P. 511. 
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